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Role of Public Agencies
Rebecca White, CDOT Government Relations



SMART POWERED LANES
POWER AS YOU GO



FY 2016-2017 $1.44 Billion Budget



RoadX VISION: Crash-free, Injury-free, Delay-free and Technologically-
transformed travel in Colorado.

RoadX MISSION: Team with public and industry partners to make Colorado 
one of the most technologically advanced transportation systems in the 
nation, and a leader in safety and reliability.

Colorado Is Open For Business – Colorado invites partners to join us in 
accelerating the adoption and deployment of technological solutions.





TIMING :  FALL 2017 FORWARD  COMMUTING

RAPID SPEED STUDY

State Rapid Speed Benefits and Opportunities Study

Funded by the state and shared during development with 
technologists. Will address, among other issues:
• Which agency will oversee and regulate this new technology?
• What governance structure will apply?
• Which environmental approval processes will be applied? 
• Determine what CDOT’s and private partner’s role in ownership, 

construction, operations, maintenance, and funding will be?
• While individual technologists may define specific beginning 

routes, how will this impact larger network and land use?



TIMING :  FALL 2017 FORWARD  COMMUTING

RAPID SPEED STUDY

Technologists Feasibility Analysis

Funded by technologist and shared during development with 
the State Benefits and Opportunities Study.  Will include:
• Technology assessment
• Routes and market assessment
• Operations Plan



SMART POWERED LANES
POWER AS YOU GO



HIGH SPEED 
PROJECTS
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Why AECOM Leads in Innovation

We have a culture 
of innovation and 
DREAM is a core 

value

AECOM and our 
people are well 

suited to adapt to 
change 

We have a global 
footprint and 

mission to make 
the world a better 

place

We foster 
collaboration and 

partnership by 
connecting teams 
across disciplines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AECOM Ventures Global Challenge — AECOMAECOM Ventures serves as the go-to innovation resource and partner for employees and business initiatives around the globe. The Ventures team provides an ideation platform, identifying those solutions with the highest potential, and shaping them for success in the marketplace. The annual AECOM Ventures Global Challenge is just one of many ways that the AECOM Ventures team helps to strategically accelerate ideas from concept to commercialization.



How We Are Helping

Innovation Strategy Feasibility & Pilot Programs Technology Solutions

Offering: Partner with clients to develop and 
implement an innovation strategy.
Objective: Help clients prioritize their investment 
in new technologies.
Project Snapshot:
 RoadX Innovation Program Management
 CAPRI

Offering: Engage with clients on defining use cases, 
testing and evaluating technologies.
Objective: Ensure that clients have all of the 
necessary information and testing required to 
make an informed decision.
Project Snapshot:
 Minnesota DOT Autonomous Bus Pilot Program
 CDOT Dedicated Short Range Communication 

Receiver Pilot Program

Offering: Work with clients to enhance their 
existing technology portfolio by implementing 
innovative solutions.
Objective: Help clients address challenges by 
implementing innovative technology solutions.
Project Snapshot:
 AECOM Mobilitics Assessment
 Florida DOT Dynamic Pricing Software
 NJ Turnpike ATMS Software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autonomous Bus Pilot Program — Minnesota DOTAmong our many CAV projects, we are working with the Minnesota Department of Transportation on a pilot project to research requirements and solicit a vehicle partner for an autonomous bus that can safely operate in cold climates. Our CAV team is also assisting the New Zealand Ministry of Transport to assess its technical readiness for the deployment of level three and four CAVsUK CAPRI Consortium — Multiple ClientsAECOM is leading a consortium that has secured more than £4.2 million of funding from Innovate UK and the CCAV to deliver an autonomous pod pilot project. The pilot project includes the design, development and testing of new autonomous and connected pods on-demand (PODs) in London.



Latest Research

– Rapid speed technologies have the 
potential to transform the way we move in 
Colorado, and could help advance our 
mobility goals alongside other 
modes/systems.

– Application of new technologies is a 
complex process; the partnerships will vary. 

– Technologists need clarity and speed; 
creative partnerships and streamlining 
strategies need to be advanced.



Case Studies- High Speed Rail

– Brightline – Miami to Orlando
• 240 Miles/125 mph max speed
• All Aboard Florida - private developer

– Texas Central – Dallas to Houston
• 240 miles/205 mph max speed
• Proposed by investor-funded Texas-Central 

Partners

– CA High Speed Rail (LA to San Francisco)
• 520 miles/200 mph max speed
• California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA)
• 77.3 Billion cost 



Implementation Framework



Planning and Environmental
Key Considerations: 

– Early Planning/Feasibility Studies

– NEPA requirements, lead federal agency and cooperating agencies

– Ability to streamline



Safety Certification

– Which agency or entity would certify for system safety & human 
safety?

– Will a new entity need to be formed to certify these new technologies 
(3rd Party Certification)? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blend of FAA and FRA



Governance and Policy

– Right of Way Acquisition and Ownership

– Will likely require “megaproject” funding 
levels 

– Likely a public-private partnership (P3) 
approach 

– Need to consider opportunities for Joint 
Development and Transit-Oriented 
Development



Service or Asset-Related Revenue Generation

– Value Capture
• Tax Increment Financing
• Special Assessments Districts
• Transit-Oriented Development 
• Transit Joint Development (partnered with developers)

– Potential Utility Partnerships
• Leveraging funding by selling or leasing access to utility 

providers to utilize planned ROW
o Fiber Optic (telecommunications)
o Water and Sewer (drinking and wastewater)
o Oil and Gas (pipeline)
o Power (electricity and natural gas)

Value
Capture

Value
Creation

Transit
Improvement

Real Estate
Development



Rocky Mountain Hyperloop
Joe Racosky - AECOM



Hyperloop
Transportation System

• Cargo or Passenger

Technology Driven
• Passive Magnetic 

Levitation
• Electric Linear Motor
• Vacuum Pressured 

Environment

Key Advantages
• Capable of High 

Speeds
• Emission Free 

Transport
• Autonomous

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hyperloop is a new way to move people and freight using a custom electric motor to accelerate and decelerate levitated sleds through a low-pressure tube at speeds up to 700 mph.The Rocky Mountain Hyperloop team (CDOT, AECOM, Denver, Greeley and the Denver International Airport (DEN)) was selected as one of 10 worldwide winners.P3 between CDOT & HL1 underway to refine Initial application and define next stepsRocky Mountain Hyperloop Feasibility Study / Next Steps done July 1, 2018.Mention the “need” as originally envisioned by Elon Musk



Hyperloop One Global Challenge

2600 Applicants – 10 Finalists

https://hyperloop-one.com/global-challenge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show map of 10 Hyperloop One finalists?The Hyperloop One Global Challenge kicked off in May 2016 with a call for comprehensive proposals to build Hyperloop networks connecting cities and regions around the world. More than 2600 teams registered, and we narrowed the field down to the 35 strongest proposals. The Challenge drew broad support from government leaders, and unleashed bold ideas from some of the world’s most creative companies, engineers, and urban planners. The final assessment was difficult but, along with our team of expert judges, we selected the ten routes below as winners of the Global Challenge.US: Colorado; Dallas-Houston; Chicago-Pitt; MIA- Orlando	Canada – Toronto-Montreal; Mexico – Mex City – Guadalajara	UK Edinburgh-London; Glasgow-Liverpool; 	India – Mumbai-Chennai; Bengaluru-Chennai



Introduction to Rocky Mountain Hyperloop

Rocky Mountain Hyperloop Global Challenge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHAILEN  intro to VideoVIDEO SCRIPT (last updated 3/21/2017) VO: The Rocky Mountains. One of the few places whose name can just as easily refer to a state of mind as it does a destination. Perhaps no place exemplifies the American ideals of a pioneering spirit, exploration and adventure as Colorado - the Rocky Mountain state.  VO: Embracing innovation has always been imperative to Colorado’s growth and success.  VO: Hyperloop presents an invaluable economic opportunity to redefine mobility between Colorado communities VO: Hyperloop would connect  some of the fastest growing regions in the nation to one of the busiest and most economically vibrant airports VO: Working in tandem with other emerging transportation technologies, such as CDOT’s RoadX program, Hyperloop will deliver a new era VO: Hyperloop would be 4 times faster than high speed rail and 12 times faster than conventional rail or bus options.  VO: With thousands of acres of flat, open land available for development, Colorado is perfectly suited  VO: Colorado has a history of aligning its policies, resources and regulations to ensure inventive transportation projects  VO: And now, with Hyperloop, we stand ready to make an unprecedented leap into a new frontier  



Colorado is Ready for Hyperloop Current Challenges

Rocky Mountain Hyperloop Global Challenge

7.8 MILLION
COLORADANS

41.8 BILLION
MILES TRAVELED

DURING
PEAK HOURS

(IF WE DO NOTHING)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHAILEN   Current State of Colorado's Roadways and growth�Colorado's population is booming—with 50 percent growth in the last 20 years and another 50 percent growth projected in the next 20. Couple that with some of the most congested metro roadways in the country, major statewide road maintenance, more than $13 billion in roadway crash costs each year and an annual funding gap of $1 billion, and our transportation future has significant challenges.We can’t simply build more lanes to relieve congestion, nor will new lanes easily solve how we address the reality that in 2015, 546 people died in traffic-related crashes, and more than 3,000 were seriously injured, costing us time, money and immeasurable heartache. The monetary cost of all 2014 crashes in Colorado was $13.27 billion.Colorado’s future is bright.And like anywhere with a strong economy, we have our challenges…. aging and insufficient infrastructure, growing cost of living….



Fast growing economy

Most active state

2nd most highly educated

5th most innovative state 

Colorado is Ready for Hyperloop State of Innovation

Rocky Mountain Hyperloop Global Challenge

8th most “future-ready” city

5th highest among all states 
for net migration

Large millennial workforce 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shailen From Gov. John Hickenlooper’s annual State of the State address: Thomas Jefferson said that the future of the country is in the West. It was true at the turn of the 19th century, and it’s true today. But that promising future didn’t just happen on its own. Our founders invested in railroads, farms, and people. Today, 8 of the 10 fastest growing economies in the country are west of the Mississippi. And we want to be the best of the West and of the nation. The best state for jobs, the best state for business, and the best place to live. To do all this we need to invest in our future. We need a comprehensive focus on infrastructure that supports not just transportation, but also broadband, education, healthcare, and our environment.Over the next decade, Colorado has $9 billion dollars of unmet transportation needs, and that need will only grow. It’s economics 101: smart investments in infrastructure create jobs and strengthen the economy. Coloradans share our desire to make these investments. They know that our future economy demands a modern infrastructure. Giddyup. Let’s get to work.Work in progressInsert infographic with Colorado stats including5th most innovative state (WalletHub, 2017)2nd most highly-educated stateColorado is ranked fifth highest among all U.S. states for net migration. In 2013 Colorado ranked as the seventh-least native state in the U.S. Across the U.S., the average share of adults who were born in the state where they currently reside is 63 percent, while our native (i.e., born in Colorado) population is only 47 percent8th most “future-ready” city (Dell Future Cities Study, 2015)most active state (United Health Foundation, 2015)Fast growing economyLowest unemployment rate in state historySocial framework that has always been readyEntrepreneurial start upsStartup launches every 72 hours Millennials and workforce of future and what this means



Colorado





Transformational Transportation Benefits

SPEED
OF AVIATION

(100’s of mph)

CAPACITY
OF RAPID 
TRANSIT
(1,000s of 

pax/hr)

ACCESS OF 
REGIONAL 
TRANSIT
(100s of 
miles)

The differentiating 
benefit of 

Hyperloop is 
travelling further, in 
less time, and with 

the access at the 
ground level.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hyperloop’s unique combination of performance attributes woiuld allow it to not only address intercity travel needs but have a transformational effect on the region’s land use and economy as noted in upcoming section



Strategic Transformation

Disruptive 
Connectivity 
Ignites New 
Possibilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good place for a story about supporting Colorado business success here –opportunity about how transportation supports our economy and businesses to thriveChange the composition or level of economic activity through program of investment combining transportation, land use, public realm, and civic amenitiesIncreases the Economic Competitiveness of the Front Range Enhances the Front Range’s Ability to Attract and Retain Talented Workforce Enables Growth of Technology-Driven Industry Clusters Reliant on Fast Domestic and Global Distribution Leads to a Higher Level of Gross Regional Economic Output – New Yet to be Defined Opportunities Increases levels of business attraction, value-adding to areas of economic specialization, consolidation of supply chain, and gradual increase in productivity equate to higher levels of economic output than if Hyperloop were not developed Hyperloop’s introduction and operation is estimated to augment the Front Range’s GRP by an estimated $25 billon per annum increase, or about 7 percent by 2040 



• Diversified economy with high value-added industry clusters

• Enhanced transportation network 

• Influence future land use patterns

• Further reputation as a first mover in terms on advanced 
transportation systems, technology, and sustainability

Strategic Transformation Front Range

Education
Aerospace
Renewable Energy

IT/Computer
Science & 
Manufacturing

Advanced
Manufacturing
Health and Bioscience

Logistics/Distribution

INDUSTRY CLUSTERS

CO. 
SPRIN

GS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss gross state product, and related economic measures



Strategic Transformation Rocky Mountain Recreation

Colorado’s ski and outdoor recreation industry generates 
more than $4.8 billion annual economic benefits.
Hyperloop can supply goods and improve the quality of 
recreational experience with lower environmental impact.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a an opportunity to describe how Hyperloop could be expanded to mountain recreation areas



Rocky Mountain Hyperloop Global 
Challenge

Leadership and Investment 
Deliver Results

Demonstrated Delivery
•  P3/Accelerated 
•  Multimodal
•  Regionalism

TREX

E-470

PEÑA
STATION

EAGLE 
P3

UNION
STATION

DENVER
(DEN)

CENTRAL 
70 P3

US 36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHAILENColorado Infrastructure Delivery Examples Colorado has historically used innovative project delivery methods across all modes of transportation infrastructure. This is mainly due to a conducive legislative environment and broad citizen support. Colorado has used a variety of other funding models to implement and maintain transportation improvements, including P3s. Colorado has completed P3s with a mixture of public finance with private equity for capital expenditures and then allocated toll risk and maintenance responsibility to the private partner, as well as P3s with full DBFOM contracting through an availability payment model. CDOT’s High-Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE) was formed to aggressively pursue innovative means of more efficiently financing important surface transportation infrastructure projects that will improve the safety, capacity, and accessibility of the surface transportation system; feasibly be commenced in a reasonable amount of time; allow more efficient movement of people, goods, and information throughout the state; and accelerate the economy of the state. Such innovative means of financing projects include, but are not limited to; P3s, operating concession agreements, user fee-based project financing, and availability payment and design-build contracting. 



Rocky Mountain Hyperloop Colorado and the Spirit of the West

Rocky Mountain Hyperloop Global Challenge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why this combination of components?Low pressure tube greatly improves performance of MAG-LEVreduces air frictionwhich allows much higher speeds (1000+ kph)which reduces energy consumptionDriver/need/motivation for concept with this performanceElon Musk initial focus on point to point major hubs as a substitute for short/medium air travel (up to about 1000 km)ie air travel speeds (or higher) and intercity rail ease of access in / near CBDsFeasibility considerationsdemand – pax and cargowide area economic benefitscosts impactscommunity interest and supporttransformational potential to knit the front range communities together to operate as a single integrated super urbanized areaCurrent statusin early ramp up stageinitial ideas by Q3 2018



Nick VanderKwaak, AICP – AECOM

Arrivo



SUPER URBAN HIGH SPEED SYSTEM

REGIONAL BENEFITSUSER BENEFITS OWNER BENEFITS
• Fast!  20min to anywhere
• On-demand and automated
• Door-to-door capability
• Point-to-point without 

stopping
• Integrates with automobiles, 

bike-friendly, and pedestrian 
friendly

• Agnostic to infrastructure type
• Can be built on existing roadways
• Energy efficient operations
• No need for vacuum system
• Optimized supply and demand with 

smaller vehicles
• Positive IRR opportunities provide 

attractive PPP investments

• Integrates with existing networks
• Increases regional throughput and 

decreases congestion
• 100% electric with no emissions
• Supports public transit, private 

autos, sharing economy, and goods 
movement

©2018 Arrivo Proprietary & Confidential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arrivo is a new take on a regional transportation system that aims to be safe, fast and clean. The Arrivo system propels four models of vehicles through an enclosed, electromagnetic superhighway, using magnetic levitation to float the vehicles and an all-electric linear motor to push them forward at speeds up to 200 mph with zero emissions. ARRIVO’S INVOLVEMENT IN COLORADO INCLUDES: Development of a full system test track adjacent to E-470The creation of 200+ jobs in the Denver metro area by 2020 along with a Arrivo Engineering and Technology CenterArrival at DEN in under 20 minutes from anywhere in the Denver metro area



MULTIPLE MODES ON ONE PLATFORM

CITY ZIPPER PALLET ZIPPER SUPER METRO DOOR TO DOOR

● 10X  > HOV & Express 
Lanes

● Up to 18K vehicles per 
hour per direction

● Market entry product

● 10X  > Delivery Trucks
● Up to 18K vehicles per 

hour per direction
● Market entry product

● 10X  > Metro/Light Rail
● Up to 250K passengers 

per hour per direction
● Urban high capacity

● 10X  > Autonomous Car 
Fleet

● Long-Term vision
● Seamless customer 

experience
● No stations

SAME INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORTS ALL 
PRODUCTS

ONE CHASSIS SUPPORTS 
ALL VEHICLES

©2018 Arrivo Proprietary & Confidential
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©2018 Arrivo Proprietary & Confidential

• V2V and V2I connectivity provides safer environment than autonomous vehicles on open roadway
• Enclosed environment prevents accidents with pedestrians and bicyclists
• Ambient pressure environment allows for passenger egress in emergency evacuations
• Wayside propulsion creates a virtual conveyor belt preventing rear-ending of vehicles

ENGINEERED FOR SAFETY



ARRIVO IN COLORADO

©2018 Arrivo Proprietary & Confidential

• Arrivo is ideal for 
large metropolitan 
regions with dense 
population and 
congested networks



rebecca.white@state.co.us
lindsey.sousa@aecom.com
joe.racosky@aecom.com
nick.vanderkwaak@aecom.com

Thank you

Time for a few Questions

mailto:rebecca.white@state.co.us
mailto:lindsey.sousa@aecom.com
mailto:joe.racosky@aecom.com
mailto:nick.vanderkwaak@aecom.com


Discussion and Feedback

- Break into small groups
- Assign a note taker and presenter
- Discuss directed questions (15 min)
- Report back to large group (15 min)



Question 1: Considerations for bringing high 
speed modes to Colorado 

Question 2: Implications for local communities

Question 3: Implications upon land use

Question 4: Potential connections to other modes
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